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Upcoming event

Schuster’s Farm
Friday, October 16th
6pm-12am
Join us for our combined BRIDGE and VISP event where a night of hayrides, corn mazes, bonfires, s’mores and fun awaits you.
Meet in front of the Chazen at either 6 or 7pm. Dress for the weather and bring cash! ($20)

Save the Date!

Schuster’s Farm
Friday, October 16th

Around the World in 40 Foods (Potluck/Performances)
TBA - Vote on Facebook! https://docs.google.com/forms/d/10KsFeWwW9g1LQyTvS4gswu2X0U1J1Vb6YV3QH2zs/viewform?c=0&1=1

Masquerade from
Saturday, November 14th

World Holiday Party
Tuesday, December 1st

End-of-semester Banquet
Thursday, December 10th

BRIDGE Newsletter

Sports Picnic Success!

BRIDGE members gathered at Vilas Park for a day of calorie consuming and calorie burning. The most popular items on the menu were chips and cookies, which provided good sporting fuel. Some serious skill was revealed on the soccer field while new talent was developed with the football and frisbee. As you can see from the photos above, this event was seriously fun. Teams came together for an epic tug-of-war match that really tugged at their competitive nature. You can’t beat a day of bonding out on the open green, covered in sweat, and running like crazy! I’m sure everyone slept like rocks after our day of fun in the sun. - Sara Duesterhoeft (BRIDGE Student Assistant)

Where are we from?

2. Panama 12. Trinidad and Tobago  22. South Korea
5. France  15. Finland  25. Malaysia
10. Kazakhstan 20. United Arab Emirates

BRIDGE Story Corner

Name: Hwani Lee
Hometown: South Korea
Team 6

My Madison Life with Water and Bikes

I really love what I can do here, which are what I couldn’t in back at my home country. I’m into springboard diving these days, and it is awesome. I like the thrill when I get ready to jump into the water, and I’m so sorry that springboards are not available near my hometown. I also love riding a bike/sure most of people here do), and especially riding in the night is amazing. The moon and the stars are fantastic, and the breeze is so lovely. Good for the people of Madison that is is such a bicycle-friendly

BRIDGE Buddies being Badgers!

Katie and Nicki from Team 9!
Sara and Marie from Team 9!
Nivetha and Bridget from Team 7!
Misha, Calla, Jill, and Anna-Rae from Team 3 & 6!
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